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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

In July of 1982, in the course of an archaeological reconnaissance of the Vieques
Naval Reservation, conducted by Ecology and Environment, Inc., Linda S. Robinson noted
aboriginal ceramics. shell, and stone scattered about the ground surface

Also in July of 1982, on behalf of the U.S. Navy, Michael A. Cinquino, of Ecology
and Environment, Inc., and a small team of investigators, returned to the site of the
original find, to sample, and provide preliminary information for the site. At this
time the ground surface was closely inspected in the site's vicinity and a single
test pit, 30 X 30 cm in size, was dug. These investigations indicated an extensive
surface scatter of prehistoric refuse and intact subsurface midden deposits. In
addition, although somewhat smaller, a surface scatter of historic materials was
noted. Consequently, it was recommended that further testing be undertaken at the
site to determine specifically the nature of the prehistoric deposits encountered.
In October of 1983, Cinquino, in collaboration with Carmine A. Tronolone of
Ecology and Environment, Inc., headed a small group of investigators to conduct a
more thorough study of the deposits at Algodones 6. The site was mapped, its surface
was systematically sampled, and eight additional test pits were dug for the purpose of
ascertaining the extent, both horizontal and vertical, or the deposits at the site.
The eight excavations, ranged in size from 30 X 30 cm to 50 X 50 cm, and in places
encountered intact midden deposits to a depth of 25 cm where bedrock was encountered.
The testing served to suggest that the average depth of the deposits is between 10
and 20 cm, covering an area of about 5,000m2, and that the hilltop area had not been
subjected to much past disturbance.
The investigations yielded numerous artifacts, including diagnostic remains. All
of the pottery found appears to be associated with the Chicoid cultural tradition
(Period 4G c. 1300-1500 AD). Stone and shell artifacts include a petaloid celt frag
ment; a three-pointer (zemi); anvil and hammerstones; flakes, cores, and shatter;
fire-cracked rock; shell implements; and a shell bead. A very low incidence of
petal oid celts (only one) is found at this site compared to other sites on the VNR.
This particular celt was reused as a grinding tool, and in fact may never have been
used as a celt.
The three-pointer zemi is the only one of this shape found made of stone. However,
another coral specimen in the Vieques collection recpvered from the Punta Jalova site
(12VPr2-44) indicates it is not unique to the island. This form has a limited distri
bution on the mainland of Puerto Rico and may only be from very late times, which is
consistent with the classification of this site as Ceramic ,Age, Period 4G. This type
of zemi has not been reported in published reports, although there are several examples
in both private and public collections (e.g., the Institute of Puerto Rican Culture).
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[he Algodones 6 site is one of only a few sizeable aboriginal sites to be found

_
____Deposits
at the site were found to maintain a great deal of their original Integrity, and are
undisturbed except for the minor effects of erosion in places. They have produced
numerous aboriginal artifacts and ecofacts representative of several hundred years of
occupation, and as such are of sjfbstantial scientific interest to the study of the
prehistory of the region. Consequently, the archaeologists who have investigated
the deposist at Algodones 6, believe it should be listed in the National Register.
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A fair amount of hammerstones, battering tools, and one possible crushing tool were
found at the site. These items may relate to the anvil stone, which appears to be
associated with food processing rather than use as a knapping anvil for bipolar re
duction. The anvil's pocked surface is a large slightly concave side that is uni
formly pitted. It is possible, though less likely, that it was used instead as a
hand-held pounding tool. One edge-battered cobble that may have been used as a
pecking tool is present in the collection. In addition, one quartz chunk shows
signs of battering.
The flakes and shatter recovered from the site are of quartz and igneous rock;
both are made of local stone. Two of the quartz fragments have definite flake attributes
but most of the others are less distinct and some may in fact be natural fragments.
One shatter fragment appears to be graphitic, and may be part of a larger tool pro
duced by direct freehand, bipolar techniques.
All stone tools are made from materials of apparently local origin. However, two
modified pebbles in the assemblage may be manuports. One is very smooth and shows no
signs of use-wear.
The shell artifacts include one possible Strombus lip celt; two shell lip
fragments (one Casis and one Strombus); and a shell bead.

The shell refuse at the site consists mainly of burgao (Cittariurn pica) shells,
which tend to be associated with aboriginal components of late prehistoric times on
Vieques. Also present in large numbers, are the clam shell Codakia orbicularis.
Other mollusk species represented in the collections are listed on a form summarizing
cultural materials by provenience which is included with this nomination form. This
array of species indicates that a number of different littoral environments were
exploited by the aboriginal inhabitants of Algodones 6. These include shell gleaming
from the rocky wave-swept upper shore; hard-bottomed, sheltered, shallow low intertidal and subtidal waters; and sandy-bottomed waters (often grass covered) of about
the lame depth. All three habitats are represei

Historic refuse located on the surface of the site appears to date from the
middle to the late 19th century, and possibly into the 20th century. These materials
were probably associated with the presence of one o£ the many past homesteads located
in the vicinity of the hilltop. No remains of a homestead were discovered, however,
as many were of wood-frame construction, vestages are' rarely found.

